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We get on it

Chorus
We get on it All on top of it
So you better watch it when you see us puppets get

Ryno
Gettin' Gettin' Gettin' comin' in Ryno one ton -you be
Sinkin' My big feet steppin' up on the floorearthquake
Makertrack carnivore taking all you gotincluding your
Front doorneighbors on your block be thinking you
Turned jokefrom the way that I rolling in like a
Patrollooking at you one time making you chokethat's
RightI ain't alonegotta whole herd cruising in my
Zonewhenever somethings up they quick to back me
upone
Touch you flushed down ?whoosh Little tadpole don't
be
Foolish came to show you how it's done let me do this
Use this as a lesson of how drastic masters get when
You testin'

Wizard:

Smelly smelly when we filling our belly
With the shit that you flush down
You don't wanna fuck with puppets
But I'm telling you you really should smell our style
Yeah we get on it but to be honest
The thing that really really makes me smile
Is that my sneakerboot lackeys in track suits
Actually be cleaning my shit up after me--wow! 

Squidrick, yeah! we flown it in
Fresh from the Caribbean
When squids on the mic
No good phoning him or slipping whim
Like as if it hadn't occurred to me i-m the best
Bottom of the sea waistcoat
430 weight stone
Giant squid spray folks with
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Play foam and disappearing ink
Disappearing stink
The brink of extinction
What-s the link?
Whose the informer?
C.I.a snitches s.e.a reporters
Fail to put me in jail on a daily basis
That's cos all I do is spit but
They fail to see the traces
I leave behind, put me behind bars
While i-m spitting scarred lines
My rhymes my crew p unit how we do how we spew
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